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Resumo
Graças, entre outros fatores, à grande capacidade de armazenamento das câmeras digi-
tais, usuários atualmente são capazes de capturar uma grande quantidade de fotografias
de uma mesma cena, esperando que, ao menos, uma delas apresente boa qualidade. Por
outro lado, fabricantes das câmeras desejam testar seus sistemas pela emulação do que
um usuário real faria e estimar a satisfação deste usuário. Um método automático para
detectar imagens borradas pode beneficiar tanto os usuários finais quanto os fabricantes,
por exemplo, ao filtrar as imagens borradas de um conjunto de fotografias e ao estimar a
percentagem de imagens com possíveis problemas de foco em um conjunto de teste. Um
dos desafios para esse tipo de aplicação é que algum nível de borramento nas imagens
pode até ser desejável, como no caso de destacar uma pessoa do fundo (por exemplo,
fotografias de perfil com o fundo fora de foco). Neste contexto, este trabalho propõe e
avalia um método para extrair descritores específicos de imagens e treinar um modelo
de aprendizado de máquina para categorizar as imagens em duas classes, borradas ou
não borradas, tal como uma pessoa faria, ou seja, de acordo com quais porções estão
borradas na imagem. Dois dos três conjuntos de descritores empregados, denominados
de Sharpness Behavior (SHB) e Fourier Transform Variance (FTV), foram desenvolvidos
neste trabalho de pesquisa, enquanto o terceiro conjunto utiliza o descritor Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG). Como uma base de dados de imagens rotuladas não estava dis-
ponível para este problema no período de desenvolvimento deste trabalho, uma nova base
foi criada empregando-se técnicas de ampliação de dados, com mais de 14.000 imagens,
para treinar e avaliar o nosso método. Resultados da classificação foram comparados com
métodos da literatura para finalidades similares, já que não foi encontrado um método
para a mesma aplicação. Os experimentos mostraram que o método proposto superou os
demais por uma considerável margem. Além disso, uma possível combinação do método
com um método de segmentação de imagens foi investigada, de forma a calcular os des-
critores apenas na região mais importante das imagens, o que melhorou os resultados de
forma significativa.
Abstract
Thanks, among other factors, to the large storage capacity of digital cameras, users are
currently able to take a large amount of photographs from the same scene, hoping that
at least one of them will present good quality. On the other hand, camera manufacturers
aim to test their systems by emulating what a real user would do and estimating user
satisfaction. An automatic method for detecting blurred images can benefit end users as
well as manufacturers, for example, by filtering blurred images from a set of photographs
and estimating the percentage of images with possible focus problems in a test set. One
of the challenges for this type of application is that some level of blurring in the images
may even be desirable, as in the case of highlighting a person from the background (for
instance, profile photographs with the background out of focus). In this context, this work
proposes and evaluates a method to extract specific descriptors of images and to train a
machine learning model to categorize images into two classes, blurred or not blurred, as
a person would do, that is, according to which portions are blurred in the image. Two
of the three sets of descriptors employed, named Sharpness Behavior (SHB) and Fourier
Transform Variance (FTV), were developed in this research, whereas the third set used is
the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor. Since a set of labeled images for
this problem was not available during the development of this work, a new data set was
created through data amplification techniques with more than 14,000 images to train and
evaluate our method. Classification results were compared with literature methods for
similar purposes, since no approach was found for the same application. The experiments
demonstrated that the proposed method surpassed the others by a considerable margin.
In addition, a possible combination of the approach with an image segmentation method
was investigated, in order to calculate the descriptors only in the most important region
of the images, which significantly improved the results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this chapter, we describe the problem addressed in this research along with its motiva-
tion. Next, we outline the specific objectives we pursued and the limitations found. Then,
the hypotheses that guided the development of our methodology are presented. Finally,
we list the scientific contributions of this work and how this text is organized.
1.1 Problem and Motivation
Due to the high popularity of social media, easy-to-carry mobile devices equipped with
digital cameras with cheap and large digital storage capability, the amount of photographs
taken by non-professional people increases every day, as well as the demand for the man-
ufacture of camera systems that are easy to use and also offer good quality images.
The quality of an image can be degraded by many different factors, such as hardware
components (lenses, sensors), basic camera settings (exposure time, aperture, gain, speed),
unstable camera, low light environment, motion, among others [23]. Blur is a common
distortion that degrades the image quality, which is most often caused by movement of
the camera or objects in the scene (called motion blur) and also by a wrong position of
the lens in the focal system of the camera (called defocus blur). Blurred images lose de-
tailed information and may be useless for many applications (for instance, from preserving
important memories to security surveillance) [22].
Many camera users take an excessive number of pictures from the same scene in the
hope that at least one of them will be very good. On the other side of the market chain,
manufacturers need to test their camera systems to simulate their use in the real world,
and then create a metric to assess the quality of their products and know how it is evolving
over time. An automatic method for detecting blurred images would be of great benefit
to both cases by filtering blurred images from a set of photos taken by the end user and
quantifying the fraction of images with focus problems, for instance.
Traditional sharpness metrics, such as the derivative-based method, statistical method,
have been studied for this purpose, but they work well only in a sequence of images of the
same scene, since their values depend on the content of the images and, therefore, are not
comparable between images of different scenes [22]. This property makes it impractical
to use these methods for the applications mentioned above.
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In addition, for these applications, some amount of blur may be desirable to highlight
some specific object in the image, for instance, in the case of portraits with bokeh [41].
These images are considered to have good quality by users and, therefore, should not be
perceived by a good classifier as blurred. For these reasons, the problem of classifying an
image as blurred or sharp remains a complex task and has not been completely solved [48].
1.2 Hypotheses
Due to the subjectivity nature of the problem, the method for solving it must be adaptable
and learn what is important by examples. That is why we chose to use Machine Learning
(ML) models to learn the map between some features extracted from the images and their
actual category.
Therefore, we hypothesized that an ML model can learn what is important from a set of
labeled images, provided that the features can carry information capable of discriminating
the content of the images, as well as being robust to partially blurred images and, thus,
correctly classify the images as blurred or shar, in a similar way as the camera user would
do.
1.3 Objectives and Limitations
Our goal with this research is to develop a method to automatically classify images as
blurred or sharp in a way that it is closer to how a human would do it, that is, considering
what in the image is blurred. Thus, in this sense, a blurred image is defined as an image
whose blurred regions affected a significant part of it, whereas a sharp image is defined
as an image in which there is no blurred region or the blurred regions correspond to an
unimportant content.
This objective can be further detailed as follows:
• Select a database of images or create one.
• Extract relevant features out of the images from the database.
• Select and train different machine learning models using the features.
• Evaluate the models with respect to the proposed classification, as defined above.
Since what is important or not in an image is highly subjective, a solution to this
instance of the problem is not trivial, such that simple sharpness metrics will not be
successful. In addition, there are other aspects of an image that may be on the way to a
successful method, such as luminance and chromatic noise, poor exposure, low luminosity
and compression artifacts. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there was no
publicly labeled set of images for this specific application available during the development
of this research.
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1.4 Contributions
The major contributions of this research are:
• a framework for combining foreground and background images, generating a labeled
dataset of 14,742 images suitable for the purpose of this work, of which 2,268 images
will be publicly available.
• proposition and development of new feature descriptors, called Sharpness Behavior
(SHB) and Fourier Transform Variance (FTV).
• evaluation of a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11] classifier using the new feature
sets along with the Histogram of Gradient (HOG) [13] features and the generated
test images, comparing it against some features and metrics designed for similar
applications, and analyzing the performance of the trained model at different levels
of noise and compression, between the easier and harder cases and the use of a
hypothetical object detection that would crop the image in the object of interest.
1.5 Text Organization
This text is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe important concepts related
to the problem addressed in this work, as well as relevant work of the literature. The
proposed methodology for creating the dataset, for the developed features and for the
evaluation adopted is presented in Chapter 3. The results achieved following the proposed
methodology are shown and discussed in Chapter 4. Finally, concluding remarks and
directions for future research are outlined in Chapter 5.
17
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we present the fundamental theoretical background which underlies the
work carried out in this research, followed by the review and description of some relevant
approaches available in the literature for closely related applications.
2.1 Related Concepts
In this first section, we introduce the concepts directly or indirectly related to image
blurriness estimation, detection and classification, starting from the idea of sharpness and
blurriness, followed by a brief discussion about noise and compression, which can affect the
descriptors for image blurriness. Finally, we describe the Histogram of Oriented Gradients
features, which were also used in our work as descriptors and input to the classifier.
2.1.1 Image Sharpness and Blurriness
In the image domain, sharpness and blurriness can be seen as the opposite extremities in
measuring the same attribute of an image, in the same way as brightness and darkness.
Therefore, one can use the terms when talking about this image attribute. In general, they
are directly related to how abruptly pixel values change spatially and that is why sharpness
has been define in some works as the angle of the line formed by the spatial coordinates of
two pixels and their respective values [14], which can be expressed as S = tan−1(v1− v0),
where S is the sharpness value and v0 and v1 are the values of two consecutive pixels in
some given direction. Thus, following this chain of thought, the sharper the transition,
the higher the sharpness and, consequently, the lower the blurriness.
Image blurriness is affected by a number of factors, such as focus, lens aberrations
and motion. While lens aberrations cause different blurriness with different intensities
along the field of view, with more blurring toward the edges (borders) of the image,
focus blurriness is modified by the distance of objects to the camera where objects within
a distance range R = [d0..d1], which is called the depth of field, are considered sharp
and the others get blurred proportionally to their distance to the center of the depth of
field [41].
The image (projection) of a single point source of light is called point spread function
(PSF) and is intended to show the lens aberrations of a particular camera system, if any,
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such as defocus. In a geometric optics approximation, that is, ignoring the effects of
diffraction, a point source of light is rendered in the PSF as a single point if this point is
at a distance d = d0 + d1−d02 from the camera. If the point is at a different distance, the
point on the PSF becomes a spot with finite diameter, also known as circle of confusion.
As long as this spot is projected within a single pixel of the sensor, the distance of the
object will not cause any noticeable distortion (blur) in the image, but as it grows larger
and encompasses more pixels, the blurriness of the region of the image increases [6, 41].
This concept is depicted in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Simplified ray diagram and PSF maps.
As for motion in both cases, object motion or camera motion, the sharpness of the
objects or the whole scene can be changed if the motion is fast and large enough that
light coming from the same point of an object is collected by different pixels in the sensor
during the exposure time. In the first case, only the moving object is blurred, whereas in
case the camera is moving, the whole scene/image is blurred [6, 41].
In Figure 2.2, we show an example of how light from the same point of an object is
spread on the sensor as the object moves, depicting that point at three different instants
t0, t1 and t2, which occurs within the exposure time.
Taking into account these different factors, the blur present in an image can be modeled
using a map of convolutional kernels, as shown in Equation 2.1, where there is a specific
kernel for each pixel of the perfect image. With such a map, all factors can be represented
and also how they can affect differently each pixel due to different object distances to the
camera and possible motion.
Iˆ(x, y) = I(w(K(x, y), x, y)) ∗K(x, y) (2.1)
where Iˆ is the blurred image; I is the perfect image with no blur distortions; the operation
∗ denotes a convolution; K is the kernel map; w is the window for the original image with
the shape of K(x, y) and centered at the pixel (x, y).
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Figure 2.2: Simplified ray diagram of a moving point.
2.1.2 Image Noise and Compression
Noise is the part of a signal that is undesired, that is, the part with no useful information
for a given application of that signal and, furthermore, it often becomes a problem ob-
scuring the signal of interest [44]. Noise is, in some intensity, always present in all images
taken with a digital camera and its visibility depends on different factors such as the qual-
ity of the camera components (the lens may also affect it, but it is the sensor that is the
dominant source of noise in the image), lighting conditions, post-processing noise filtering,
viewing distance, spatial content, coloring and location in the field of view [21,41].
In digital cameras, a setting that directly affects the amount of noise in the final image
is the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) speed [25] that specifies the
sensibility of the sensor to light and which does not cause noise, but rather may or may
not amplify it. Figure 2.3 shows how different ISO speeds can affect the noise intensity
in the final image.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Effect of ISO speed (ISO 12232) in the perceptible noise. (a) ISO speed =
100; (b) ISO speed = 3197.
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A common type of noise in the images is white noise, which is defined as a noise
independent of the spatial location and frequency of the image signal. This is the type
of noise we assume and simulate in this work [21]. In addition, noise can be further
classified in color images into luminance and chrominance categories. Luminance noise is
one that only visually affects the brightness of the pixels, while the later visually changes
the color of the affected pixels. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the difference between them using
our method for noise simulation, explained in Section 3.1.2. In natural images, both are
always present.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.4: Luminance and chrominance noise simulated with our method. (a) original
image with very little noise; (b) image with chrominance and luminance noise; (c) image
with only chrominance noise; (d) image with only luminance noise.
Many camera systems apply at the last stage in the processing pipeline, a compression
algorithm, so the final image will not take up a large amount of disk space and will be
faster when traveling through a network [41]. To put this in perspective, an 8 megapixel
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image with 3 color channels takes 24 megabytes of disk space without considering the
metadata information, and only 43 of them would occupy just over 1 gigabyte of space.
The most commonly used compression method is JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts
Group), which consists basically of three steps: chroma subsampling, transform coding
and entropy coding. In the first, the chrominance information is separated from the
luminance by mapping the pixels of the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color space to Luminance-
Chrominance (YCbCr) space. Then, the Cb and Cr channels, where the chrominance
information is, are subsampled. In the second step, the image is divided into a grid of
blocks and each block is transformed into the frequency domain with the Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT), whose coefficients are quantized and mapped to a different binary
code, depending on their number of occurrences (using a method such as the Huffman
coding) [21, 41]. Due to the block-based transformation to the frequency domain, when
the image is decoded, we can see some artifacts in a block-wise fashion, depending on the
amount of loss, as shown in Figure 2.5.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5: Example of JPEG compression artifacts. (a) image with a lossless compres-
sion; (b) image with a 70% loss compression.
2.1.3 Histogram of Oriented Gradients
The Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features have been used for image classi-
fication since 2005 [13, 16, 52, 58]. According to Dalal and Triggs [13], it is basically
implemented by splitting the input image into regions in a grid pattern, where each rect-
angle of that grid is called a “cell”. In addition, for each of them, the gradient of each
pixel is computed with a [-1, 0, 1] filter and also its direction. Then, a histogram of the
directions of the gradients are calculated with 9 bins in the interval [0o, 180o], one for
each cell as well.
The histograms of all combined cells are the HOG features. Finally, a normalization
of histograms in all sets of neighboring cells (such sets are called “blocks”) is performed.
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This procedure gives the features a better invariance for different illuminations. The im-
plementation of the HOG features we used are based on the work by Dalal and Triggs [13].
In this work, we also used 9 bins for the histograms, the L1-norm for normalization, cells
of 100×100 pixels and blocks of the size of a single cell.
2.2 Related Work
The set of researches related to this work can be categorized into two high-level groups:
image processing and image analysis. The first one encompasses researches whose goal is
to generate a new image without blurred regions, such as [9, 29, 32, 45, 62]. The second
consists of researches whose results are information about the blur in the images, such as
intensity or category. Since our work resides in the second group, from now on, we focus
only on its representatives.
Methods such as the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [55] aim to estimate the
quality (including but not specifically related to blurriness) of an image using a “perfect”
image as a reference. These methods are called full-reference approaches. More recently,
Bong and Khoo [4] have also developed a method for assessing image blurriness based
on the difference of the local contrast map of the original (reference) and the blurred
image. These methods can correlate very well with human perception of blur, however,
they cannot be used in many real-world applications where there is not a clean reference
image available. Therefore, approaches that can work only with the input image itself
have been developed. We will briefly describe some of these methods in the following
paragraphs.
There are many methods for estimating and detecting blur in images based on edge
detection, which are basically the center of a slope (transition) between two nearly ho-
mogeneous regions with different intensities/colors, usually computed as the magnitude
of the image gradient. We have quoted some representatives of such methods as follows.
Ong et al. [37] improved the work of Marziliano et al. [34] and developed a method that
estimates the edge-spread value, that is, the width of the edge in the spatial dimensions,
based on the fact that the sharp edges are abrupt changes, therefore, they have small
widths, whereas the blurred edges are wider. Their blur estimate is given by the average
edge-spread value over all edges detected in the image, which is not good for detecting
motion blur, since there are also sharp edges in a motion blurred image.
Hsu and Chen [23] designed a framework to estimate the extent of image blurring and
categorize the type of blur. Their method is divided into three stages. In the first one, an
SVM computes the extent of the image blur based on the histogram of gradient magnitude
and the histogram of gradient direction. Images with a blur range greater than 0.5 are
considered to be blurred and they proceed for the next stage, while the remaining images
are considered clear and not further processed. In the second stage, the blurred images
are further classified as having global blur or local blur, which is based on the proportion
of the number of patches considered to be blurred and the number of patches considered
clear in the image, using the same SVM of the previous stage. In the third stage, a
method for estimating the PSF is applied in the blurred regions, its output is passed to
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an SVM that classifies the image as defocus blur and motion blur. Two SVMs are then
trained, one for globally blurred images and one for locally blurred images. In addition,
the latter are segmented and, for each segment, the blur extent is computed, where the
PSF is estimated only for segments classified as blurred. They show an accuracy of 99.5%
for the first stage. Their goals are close to ours, but the definitions of their classes are
different from those proposed in this work: their blurred image is defined as an image with
any region blurred by motion or defocus, whereas our definition depends on the content
of what is blurred in the image.
The work of Hong et al. [22] encompasses the development of a no-reference blur
estimation, where they proposed a method to estimate the PSF across lines detected on
the image and then use the spread parameter of the PSF to compute the final blur metric,
which they called blur metric (BM) and was used to classify the images between blurred
and not blurred, using a simple threshold classifier. Their method is explained in more
detail in Section 2.2.1, since we have created a modified version of it to be used in the
analysis of our results.
Crete et al. [12], driven by the theory that humans detect blurred images by comparing
them with other images in their minds (even unconsciously) based on previous experiences
and creativity, in their method, they transformed the input image by blurring it to have
this second image for comparison. The idea is that, if they are very different, it is likely
that the input image has been sharp, while if they are not so different, then it is more
likely that the original image is also blurred. Their final blurriness estimation is given
by the difference between the estimated blurriness (using absolute variation between the
neighboring pixels) in the original and blurred images.
Sieberth et al. [48] created an automatic method to filter blurred images from a set
of images taken from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) based on a metric to quantify the
amount of blurriness in the images. Their metric function, inspired by the work of [12]
and called SIEDS (saturation image edge difference standard-deviation), creates an image
for comparison by blurring the original image, then they apply a high-pass filter in both
versions of the image (original and blurred), computes the difference between the filtered
images and, finally, the standard deviation of that difference image is computed. All
these processes are performed using the saturation channel of the Hue-Saturation-Value
(HSV) color space, hence the metric name. However, their metric works only for similar
images, that is, images with similar content. This is due to the differences in the range
of the resulting high-pass filtered images. In addition, they did not present a method for
classifying images into blurred and sharp categories.
Other works with similar methods include the research by Zhuo and Sim [63],
Golestaneh and Karam [20], Shi et al. [47], Yi and Eramian [59] and Rugna and Konik [27].
There are some methods that analyze how abrupt are the slopes in the images, mapping
them to the frequency domain, where the image (a 2D signal) is represented by the
responses of a set of frequencies. The assumption in such cases is that blurred images
have low responses to high frequencies. Some of the work that follow this approach are
from Tong et al. [51], Chen et al. [8] and Chen and Bovik [10].
Tong et al. [51] proposed a blur detection system that uses Harr wavelet transform
and can classify an image as blurred and sharp, as well as quantify the amount of blur
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in an image. To do this, they apply the Harr wavelet decomposition into three levels and
combine the responses from three different orientations of each decomposition level into a
single map, called an edge map. Then, each of the three edge maps are divided into blocks
and, for each block, the point with the maximum value and the value itself are recorded.
The next step is to categorize each of these points into two categories: one-pixel-wide
edge and wider edge. This is done by comparing the values of each point in the three
different levels. Finally, the image is considered to be blurred if the ratio between the
number of edges of the one-pixel-wide category and the total number of edges is above a
given threshold. The amount of blur is estimated by the ratio of the number of edges of
the wider category that are considered blurred and the total number of edges of the same
category. An edge of the wider class is considered blurred if the value of its point at the
highest resolution is above a threshold. Therefore, their method requires two different
thresholds, one for classification and the other for quantization. Furthermore, they report
a classification accuracy of 98.6%, however, the images in their dataset of the blur class
were all completely blurred.
Tang et al. [49] also extracted frequency domain features to estimate a defocus map.
Shi et al. [46] used both frequency and spatial domain to extract their descriptors.
2.2.1 Hong et al.’s Blur Metric
Hong et al. [22] developed a blur metric (BM) that estimates the PSF spread parameter of
the image by finding straight edges by computing the gradient of the edge’s slope profile
curve, in the perpendicular direction and assuming the standard deviation parameter of
the Gaussian distribution function given by the gradient to be the PSF spread parameter.
The first step of their algorithm is to detect the edges of the image using the Canny
edge detector [7], resulting in a binary image. The next step is to find the straight edges
in the binary image using the Hough transform [17]. They established two criteria to
maintain a detected line: (i) the line segment must be at least 12 pixels long; (ii) no edges
present in the gradient direction within a distance of 16 pixels.
The third step consists of transforming the box around the straight edges so that
the edge lines are in the vertical direction. The procedure described by Hong et al. is
expressed in Equation 2.2
Ic(i, j)=f(x, y) =
=a.I(xint, yint)+b.I(xint+1, yint)+c.I(xint, yint + 1)+d.I(xint+1, yint+1)
(2.2)
and illustrated in Figure 2.6.
After adjusting the box orientation, the pixels are averaged across the columns, and
then the gradient of that single profile line is computed. Then, the standard deviation
parameter of the Gaussian distribution for each straight edge that passed both criteria is
estimated directly by
σˆ =
1√−2b3
(2.3)
where σˆ is the estimated standard deviation parameter of the Gaussian distribution and
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: (a) Illustration of region of the interest (ROI) adjustment and pixel mapping.
(b) Position (x, y) and its four neighboring pixels. Source: [22].
b is given by
b = [b1 b2 b3]
T = (ATA)−1ATg (2.4)
where g is the gradient of the profile curve and A is expressed as
A =

1 x1 x1
2
1 x2 x2
2
...
...
...
1 xW xW
2
 (2.5)
where W is the width of the adjusted box (that is, the number of columns), and x1, x2,...,
xW are the values of the average of the pixels across the columns, that is, the profile curve.
Finally, the final metric is computed as
BM =
1
T
∑
i∈E
σi (2.6)
where σi is the spread parameter of the i-th straight edge detected; E =
{i | |σi − σ¯| ≤ σstd ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}} is the set of σs not considered outliers; σ¯ and σstd
are the mean and standard deviation of σs of all straight edges, respectively; N is the
total number of straight edges; and T is the number of elements in E.
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Chapter 3
Proposed Methodology
In this chapter, we present the procedures adopted for the development and evaluation
of the methodology conducted in this research, namely (i) the database construction, (ii)
the feature extraction, and (iii) the evaluation protocol.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the main steps of the proposed method, as well as how they
connect with each other. In the following sections, we describe each of these stages.
3.1 Database Construction
To the best of our knowledge, there was no database available in the scientific community
for such application during the development of our work. However, by the time we finished
this research, a very recent work [60] collected and annotated a large data set with natural
photos that fit well into this application.
One way to collect a large number of images is to download them from a Web search
engine, however, it is very time consuming to manually label such a large amount of
images. In addition, by manual labelling, errors and inconsistencies may be introduced
into the data set. Furthermore, such data set can be highly unbalanced, since it is much
easier to find sharp images than blurred ones in a Web search, for instance.
For these reasons, we have chosen to use data augmentation techniques [54] to artifi-
cially generate a very diverse data set with a considerable number of images and automatic
labels. We have identified some specific types of scenes that can be encountered in this
application:
1. the entire image is blurred:
(a) due to focal lens position.
(b) or due to motion caused by the camera movement.
2. the entire image is sharp.
3. part of the image is blurred and part is sharp:
(a) the camera focus is on far objects (background).
(b) or the camera focus is on near objects (foreground).
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(c) or there is motion blur caused by the object movement.
To generate all these different cases, we decided to develop a method that combines
background and foreground images, all of which were originally sharp, applying image
Figure 3.1: Diagram that illustrates the main steps of the proposed methodology.
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processing techniques to blur them, in order to simulate focus and motion blur to either
the foreground or background, or both. The scene types are exemplified in Figure 3.2.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.2: Examples of scene types (images selected from our database): (a) the entire
scene is blurred due to focal lens position or (b) due to motion caused by the camera
movement; (c) the entire image is sharpened due to lack of motion and very large depth
of field; (d) part of the image is blurred and part is sharp when the camera focus is on
distant objects or (e) the camera focus is on near objects, or (f) there is motion blur
caused by object movement.
We are also concerned with addressing other aspects of a picture that may impact the
classification process. They are illustrated in Figure 3.3 and listed as follows:
• sources of light when out of focus. Since they produce blobs of usually a single
color and with a well-defined edge, instead of a blurred effect, they produce a sharp
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region [6]. This can be a difficult case for a simple sharpness metrics to deal with:
• luminance and chromatic noise.
• compression.
• two different illumination types.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.3: Examples of image aspects covered in our data set, using images from our
constructed database. (a) out of focus sources of light and low light; (b), (c) and (d)
increasing noise and compression, bright light.
Therefore, we have developed a method to simulate the effect of out-of-focus light
sources and another to simulate an adaptive luminance and chromatic noise, while adopt-
ing the well-known and widely used JPEG compression algorithm to have different levels
of compression. As for the different illumination types, we merely use those of the original
background and foreground collected images. All of the methods mentioned so far are
explained in the following subsections.
This approach used to generate the database allowed us to collect some images from
the Web and then obtain a set of approximately 11 thousand images. Due to licensing
issues, we took a separate set of images to be used as foreground and background using a
Canon EOS Rebel T5i camera. These images were used to generate the testing set, such
that it could be published and made freely available for non-profitable research purposes.
The test set, as well as the code to generate it, are publicly available at [3]. Thus, the
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scientific community can improve the method, expand the data set and compare the
results consistently.
3.1.1 Image Collection
We now describe how we collected, processed and annotated the background and fore-
ground pictures. First, we downloaded a set of images manually from Google Image search
engine with a filter set to retrieve only images labelled for reuse or non-commercial reuse,
which does not guarantee unlimited usage rights [33]. For this reason, we took our own
pictures in the field to generate our test set, while the images collected from the Web
were used in the training set (see Section 3.1.4 for details on how the data was divided).
In both cases, we aim for high-resolution images and for them to be as clean as possible
in terms of noise and compression artifacts.
Background images can be used without further changes, however, foreground images
must have the alpha channel, which allows for transparency, a necessary property so that
we can place the foreground objects seamlessly on the background. For this reason, for
all foreground images that did not have this property, we manually edited them using
the free image editor GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) [30] to add the alpha
channel, segment the images around the object borders and save them in Portable Network
Graphics (PNG) format.
To enable the generation of images with some degree of cohesion, we defined a nota-
tion system in the image filenames so that we can combine the proper background and
foreground pairs. This system can be easily extended to include new attributes to make
the final images generated even more semantically coherent. The fields we are using are:
• name: a very short description of the image.
• base: a numerical estimation of the real length represented by the bottom edge of
the image, in centimeters.
• environment: a text string to specify whether the scene in the image is outdoor
or indoor. Possible values include in, out and both (the latter is applicable for the
foreground images only).
• light: a text string to specify whether the scene has low light or high light condition.
Possible values include bright and dark.
• light spots: a text string to specify if there are any source of light in the image.
Possible values include no_lights lights.
Each field is separated by a hifen, such as in car_1-400-out-dark-lights.png. Thus,
our algorithm parses the filenames to decide which background-foreground pairs are al-
lowed; more specifically, a background and a foreground can only be combined if and only
if they have passed all of the following criteria:
1. both must have the same environment value, unless the foreground environment is
both, in which case it will always pass this criterion.
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2. both must have the same light value.
We collected in total 136 images (66 foreground images and 70, for background) from
the Google search and 39 images (18 foreground images and 21, for background) using
a Canon EOS Rebel T5i DSLR digital camera, covering different places, objects and
illumination types. We chose a DSLR camera to take our own pictures due to its well
known high quality images.
3.1.2 Artificial Transformations
In this subsection, we explain how we define the functions to simulate each of the afore-
mentioned conditions in the data set. We start with the focus blur, which is defined as a
2D convolution with a Gaussian kernel:
Iˆ = I ∗K (3.1)
where I is the input image, K is the Gaussian kernel, whose σ component is calculated
as σ =
s− 1
3
, where s is the kernel size.
For motion blur, we also use a 2D convolution, but with a directional kernel instead
of the Gaussian one. Given the kernel size (see Section 3.1.3 for details on how the
kernel sizes for focus and motion blur were chosen) and a direction angle, such a kernel is
computed by setting its elements, which would form a line that crosses the kernel in the
center and has the specified angle to one, whereas the remaining elements are set to zero.
Formally, given an angle in radians θ and a kernel size s, we can express:
K(E) = 1 (3.2)
E =
{
(x, y) | y = cos(θ)x
sin(θ)
∀ x ∈ [0 .. s− 1]
}
∪{
(x, y) | x = sin(θ)y
cos(θ)
∀ y ∈ [0 .. s− 1]
} (3.3)
The luminance and chromatic noise were simulated as follows: considering an 8-bit
image, we must compute a weighting mask and the noise mask itself. The weighting
mask will simulate the visible effect in real pictures, where the noise is not homogeneous
throughout the image, it is rather stronger in dark regions, while it is not present in
saturated ones. These weights are defined as:
W (I) =
255− Igray∑
Igray
255N
(3.4)
The values for the noise masks Nchr and Nlum, for chromatic and luminance noise,
respectively, are generated randomly. The resulting image is given by
Iˆ = I + (γchrNchrW (I)) ∗Kchr + (γlumNlumW (I)) ∗Klum (3.5)
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where γchr and γlum are scalars to control the intensity of the noise, for the chromatic
and luminance noise, respectively; Kchr and Klum are square-shaped kernels to blur both
noise masks. This is necessary since noise in the real world rarely has the exact area of
one pixel and is not always sharp, specially for the chromatic one; the operator ∗ denotes
a convolution. Section 3.1.3 explains how the values for these parameters were selected.
Finally, we describe the algorithm to simulate the defocus of light spots, which begins
by detecting blobs in the grayscale image with an approximation of the Determinant of
Hessian (DoH) method, presented by Bay et al. [2]. Then, we discard all blobs with
brightness below a threshold, which depends on the distribution of blob brightness for the
given image, that is, the brightness threshold τbrightness is computed as
τbrightness =
⌊(max(B)−min(B)
100
)
80
⌋
(3.6)
where B is the set containing the brightness values of all blobs detected for the given
image. The constants were defined empirically.
We define brightness of a blob as the simple average of the grayscale pixels belonging
to the blob. The color of a blob is also computed and is defined as the average of the
pixels in the blob area with its RGB (R+G+B) sum smaller than 80% the maximum
possible value, which is 765.
Next, for each blob with the brightness above τbrightness, we find all the pixels belonging
to the circle given by the center and radius of the blob. We also convert the blob color
from the RGB color space to HSV, so we can change its intensity without changing the
color. If all blob radii are equal, we set their intensity (the V channel) to 0.9, otherwise
we set the intensity of each blob as
v = 0.6
r − rmin
rmax − rmin + 0.4 (3.7)
where v is the final V channel value; r is the blob radius; rmax and rmin is the largest and
smallest radius among the blobs, respectively. The constants were defined empirically.
Therefore, the intensity varies from 0.4 to 1.0, proportionally to the blob radius.
Finally, we increase the saturation of each blob by 60% and then convert it back to the
RGB color space.
Before drawing the circles, we slightly blur the edges and add some random noise. The
blurring is done with a Gaussian kernel of 4× 4 and σ = 1, while the noise can go up to
10% of the maximum value of the image. In addition, the RGB values of the blobs are
normalized, so they will not be less than 70% of the maximum possible value. Then, we
just put the circles on the original image.
An example of the results of this method is shown in Figure 3.3(a). As can be seen
that image, our method is very good for perfectly reproducing the real effect in the whole
image that happens in large aperture camera systems, but it is enough for the purposes
of this work, that is, to simulate the defocus effect of light sources in some regions in the
images.
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3.1.3 Image Generation
Our algorithm works by iterating over a data structure where it is possible to specify how
many and which types of combinations must be generated. In the first layer, the blur
method is specified (whether to blur the foreground or background, whether it is camera
or object movement) and its intensity, the amount of noise and compression, and the
rescaling factor.
For each of these combinations, in the second layer, the specifications for the fore-
ground must be defined, that is, the number of foreground objects, their horizontal po-
sition and relative depth. Here is an example of this data structure with two complete
specifications:
Spec (
foreground_specs=[
ForeSpecs ( p o s i t i o n s =[0 ] , depths = [0 ] ) ,
ForeSpecs ( p o s i t i o n s =[1 ] , depths = [2 ] ) ,
ForeSpecs ( p o s i t i o n s =[0 ] , depths = [4 ] ) ,
] ,
blur_method=’macro ’ ,
b lu r_ l eve l =6,
no i s e_ l ev e l =1,
compress ion=5,
s c a l e =0.65
)
Spec (
foreground_specs=[
ForeSpecs ( p o s i t i o n s =[0 ] , depths = [0 ] ) ,
ForeSpecs ( p o s i t i o n s =[1 ] , depths = [2 ] ) ,
ForeSpecs ( p o s i t i o n s =[−2 ,1] , depths = [3 , 0 ] ) ,
] ,
motion_method=’camera_motion ’ ,
motion_level=7,
motion_angle=45,
no i s e_ l ev e l =1,
compress ion=0,
s c a l e =0.8
)
For the specification of the horizontal position of the foreground objects, we defined
the possible values {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}, where 0 corresponds to the middle of the image,
negative values are for positions in the left side, while the positive values indicate posi-
tions in the right side of the image. Higher absolute values are for the positions in the
extremities. As for the relative depth, they merely tell which objects are to be rendered
in front of which objects. Furthermore, we have defined a mapping from the noise level
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(l) to the actual parameters of our noise function, as expressed in Equations 3.8 to 3.11.
γchr =
0.285(l − 1)
9
+ 0.015 (3.8)
SKchr =
14(l − 1)
9
+ 7 (3.9)
γlum =
0.095(l − 1)
9
+ 0.005 (3.10)
SKlum =
l − 1
9
+ 1 (3.11)
where SKchr and SKlum are the sizes of the kernels for the chromatic and luminance noise,
respectively. All constants were defined through trial and error iterations along with
visual inspection.
Similarly, we mapped the blur and motion levels to their corresponding kernel sizes:
sf = (0.0015 lf + 0.003) ·min(w, h) (3.12)
sm =
(60− τ) · (lm − 1)
9
+ τ (3.13)
where sf and sm are the kernel sizes for the focus and motion blur, respectively; lf
is the level for the focus blur (called just ”blur level” in our JSON structure); lm is
the motion level; w is the width of the image; h is the height of the image; and τ =
max(3, 0.003 · min(w, h)). All constants were defined through trial and error iterations
along with visual inspection.
In our experiments, we defined three different levels of noise, compression and rescal-
ing, each. Combined with the blurring methods, it resulted in 54 different first-layer
specifications, and for each of them we have defined three different foreground specifi-
cations, which means that, for each background image we collected, 162 images were
generated. Therefore, we generated 11,340 images with images downloaded from Google
search and 3,402 with images taken with the DSLR camera. The pseudocode for the data
set generation is shown in Algorithm 1.
It is also important to mention that our method automatically generates and saves
the label information in the filename of the generated images, which is in the format
combination_<ID>_<CLASS>.jpg. It also records all the specifications provided for each
image in a CSV file, linking the specifications to the image by its ID number.
The classes are defined as sharp and blurred, numerically 1 and 0, respectively.
The class assigned to each image depends on the foreground object state, that is, if the
foreground object (the one defined with the smallest relative depth) is blurred, either
due to motion or focus, then the class of that image will be blurred (0), otherwise it is
sharp (1).
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Data: Paths to the folders of the background and foreground images, the path to
the folder where the generated images will be saved and the specifications
object.
Result: Images generated and saved in the given directory.
for each background image b do
for each specification s do
for each foreground specification sf do
if blur method is ’macro’ then
if there are light sources in b then
blur b simulating the light sources defocus;
else
blur b;
end
end
for each foreground position pf and depth df in sf do
get a foreground image f that can be combined with b;
if blur method is ’hyperfocal’ then
blur f according to df : the smaller df , the more intense the
blurring;
else
if blur method is ’macro’ then
blur f according to df : the bigger df , the more intense the
blurring;
end
end
if motion method is ’object_motion’ then
directionally blur f ;
end
combine f and b into one new image c;
end
if blur method is ’whole’ then
if there are light sources in b then
blur c simulating the light sources defocus;
else
blur c;
end
end
if motion method is ’camera_motion’ then
directionally blur c;
end
apply noise as specified in s;
save image with compression specified in s;
end
end
end
Algorithm 1: Generation of the data set.
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3.1.4 Data Partitioning
We have divided the data set into training and testing sets, establishing a formal protocol
for evaluating classifiers with this database. To ensure that all 54 different specifications,
as well as all types of scenarios (given by the different background images), would be
represented in both sets in a balanced manner, we randomly chosen 2 out of the 3 fore-
ground specifications of the images taken with the DSLR camera to go to the test set,
while another part was assigned to the training set.
As for the Google search images, all of them were used in the training set. Therefore,
it resulted in a training set with 12,474 images and a testing set with 2,268 images.
3.2 Feature Extraction
We designed a pipeline of pre-processing transformations followed by feature extraction
functions, as well as most traditional computer vision approaches. Each of the pre-
processing transformations is addressed in Section 3.2.1. In Section 3.2.2, we introduce
two novel feature sets developed in this work to assess image blurriness/sharpness. In
Section 3.2.3, we describe some improvements made in the metric proposed by Hong et
al. [22] to improve it.
3.2.1 Pre-Processing
These transformations are intended to prepare the raw data for the feature extraction
step, to remove information considered to be not relevant to the problem in question, and
to normalize it with respect to some important aspect for the given application.
In our case, we discard the color information from the images, adjust the size of the
images (spatial resolution), so that the larger side of all images has the same lenght, and
remove noise while preserving edges and texture. These processes are explained as follows.
Single Channel
The raw input data is composed of images in the RGB color space, implemented as 3D
arrays. Assuming that colors do not affect the blurriness/sharpness of an image, we
remove this information from the images, resulting in grayscale images, represented as 2D
arrays.
The function used to perform such mapping is expressed in Equation 3.14, reported
in [26] as an approximation of the luminance as a linear combination of the RGB compo-
nents, that is
Igray(i, j) = I(i, j, red)wred + I(i, j, green)wgreen + I(i, j, blue)wblue (3.14)
where Igray is the resulting 2D array, I is the original RGB image (3D array), i and j are
the indices of the rows and columns of the images, respectively, whereas wred = 0.2125,
wgreen = 0.7154 and wblue = 0.0721 are the weights of the three color channels indicated
in the subscript.
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By applying this processing, we simplify the domain in which the feature extraction
methods work, allowing them to be more efficient. In addition, this is the first pre-
processing step applied to all images of the data set. Figure 3.4 shows an example of this
transformation.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: Example of merging the three color channels into one, simulating the lumi-
nance of the scene. (a) original image; (b) transformed image.
Image Size Normalization
Our goal was to reduce difference of spatial resolution between the images, which will
also simplify the domain and, therefore, allow the features to be more robust with that
respect.
Our algorithm is straightforward: we compute the maximum value between the width
and height of the image, and then calculate by what factor this value is less than a constant
(800, in our experiments). Finally, we rescale the image by this factor.
For instance, if the width and height of an image are 1200 and 920, respectively,
and the constant is 800, we rescale the image by the factor f =
800
max(1200, 920)
. This
transformation is applied to all images as the second pre-processing step.
Denoising
Since noise can have a major impact on sharpness/blurriness metrics, affecting spatial
variation and local contrast, which is particularly easier to confirm in homogeneous regions
in an image, the application of a denoising method can increase the accuracy of the used
metrics/features, especially if the method is able to preserve edges and different texture
patterns.
Looking for this characteristic in a denoising method, we chose the Wiener filter [56]
to be applied to the images just after the rescaling. In our experiments, we used the
noise-power as the average local variance of the input image and a 3 × 3 filter window.
An example of the application of this filter is shown in Figure 3.5.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Example of the denoising processing. (a) before denoising; (b) after denoising.
3.2.2 Feature Function Application
In this step, we apply a number of feature functions to determine the level of sharpness
or blurriness of the images.
Sharpness Behavior
This is the first of the two new feature sets we propose in this work. Similarly to Sieberth
et al. [48], we also draw inspiration in the work of Crété-Roffet et al. [12], that is, the idea
that the difference between the sharpness of the image and the sharpness of a blurred
version of the image should be greater when the original image is sharp than when the
original image is already blurred. Based on this assumption, we developed a set of five
features called sharpness behavior (SHB).
The blurred version of the image is computed with a mean filter
Ib(i, j) =
1
Nk
∑
i∈Ri
∑
j∈Rj
I(i, j) (3.15)
where Ib(i, j) is the pixel of the i-th row and j-th column of the blurred version of the
image I, Nk = k2 is the number of pixels in the kernel region, k is the kernel size of a
square-shape kernel, Ri and Rj are the indices of the pixels that belong to the regions
with the same area as the kernel, centered in i and j, respectively.
We used a very simple gradient estimation function as the basis for computing the
sharpness values, which is given by
gx(I(i, j)) = |I(i, j)− I(i, j + 1)| (3.16)
gy(I(i, j)) = |I(i, j)− I(i+ 1, j)| (3.17)
g(I) = max(gx(I), gy(I)) (3.18)
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The first three features of SHB can be seen as sharpness metrics and are defined in
the following equations
f1(I) =
1
N
∑
(i,j) ∈ A
g(I(i, j)) (3.19)
f2(I) =
1
N
∑
(i,j) ∈ A
g(Ib(i, j)) (3.20)
f3(I) =
1
N
∑
i,j
g(I) (3.21)
where N is total number of pixels in the image I, A is a set of pixels that satisfies the
condition A = {(i, j) ∀ g(I(i, j)) > m+ g(Ib(i, j))}, and m is the mean value of g(Ib). f1
and f2 can be described as the average of the estimation of the gradient of the original
image and its blurred version, respectively, considering only the pixels from the set A. f3
is the same as f1, but taking into account all pixels of the original image.
The set A allows us to consider only the pixels that are sharper in the original image
than in the blurred version. This is interesting because it ignores the pixels of a homo-
geneous area near the border of the objects in the image whose sharpness is increased
when the image is convolved with a low-pass filter (due to the spreading effect of the
object pixels), making the gradient of those pixels higher in the blurred version than in
the original image.
The other two features aim to consider the spatial distribution of gradients based on
the assumption that the region of interest in the image lies in the center and, therefore,
the closer to the center, the more important is that pixel. To compute them, we use a set
of pixels other than A, called here as B, where the regions formed by the pixels belonging
to it are much larger than A’s, as shown in Figure 3.6, and also use a Gaussian distributed
weights, so that the largest weight is in the center of the image, following the assumption
already stated.
(a) set A (b) set B
Figure 3.6: Example of the difference between sets A and B, extracted from the image in
Figure 3.4. For the set A, the white pixels represent those that belong to the set. For the
set B, pixels with a value other than zero (black) belong to the set and the brighter they
are, the greater their weight.
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The set B is defined as the gradient pixels of the original image, after a closing oper-
ation, whose value is above a threshold τ . Formally, we have
B = {(i, j) ∀ g(I(i, j)) • s > τ} (3.22)
where s is the structuring element of the closing operation, a full 15×15 square-shaped
element. τ is a gradient value of the original image, where its accumulated distribution
is above 97% of the total. These constants were chosen based on the visual inspection of
multiple executions with different images.
These features are then specified as
f4(I) =
∑
(i,j) ∈ B G(i, j)∑
i,j G(i, j)
(3.23)
f5(I) =
1
NB
∑
(i,j) ∈ B
g(I)G (3.24)
where G is the Gaussian mask with its σ equal to a fifth of the maximum dimension of
the image, normalized from 0 to 1, NB = |B| is the number of pixels in B.
Fourier Transform Variance (FTV)
The decision to use these features came from comparing the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) [1] coefficients in both directions between different blurred and sharp images. An
example is shown in Figure 3.7.
After computing the FFT components (real and imaginary parts), we calculate their
corresponding magnitude coefficients and map them on a logarithmic scale. The next step
was to find the absolute difference between each pair of coefficients in the sequence for both
directions, considering only the coefficients where one of the frequency of the directions
is always zero (in the coefficients magnitude matrix, which corresponds to the first row
and first column). In the last step, we calculate the average of the differences, excluding
the coefficients corresponding to the lowest and highest frequencies for each direction.
In our experiments, we divided the frequency range into eight parts and considered only
the second and third ones. These values were chosen through graphical analysis of the
coefficients of different images, both blur and sharp.
These procedures are repeated for a blurred version of the original image, generated in
the same way as the SHB features described in Equation 3.15. This results in four features:
the mean absolute difference in the coefficients for horizontal and vertical directions for
the original and blurred version images.
3.2.3 Our Implementation of BM
As the code proposed by Hong et al. [22] (See Section 2.2.1 for the description of their
method) is not available and their paper does not provide all the necessary implementation
details, we did our own implementation of the Hong et al.’s BM to compare our classifica-
tion results. We created an additional step to be tested separately. The implementation
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Figure 3.7: How FFT coefficients differ for blurred and sharp images.
is described in this section.
For the Canny edge detector, since the value of the standard deviation of the Gaussian
blur applied in the Canny edge detection is not specified, we set it to 0.1 because it is
the default value of the Canny algorithm we use. In the next step, no details other than
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the minimum size of the straight edge segments was provided. Thus, we chose some sets
of parameters to be used in a first attempt and, in the case of not finding lines in this
attempt, we changed the set of parameters to one that allows more lines to be found.
These parameters are chosen from a finite set that we define, so that a maximum of 10
attempts would be executed and if, after all attempts, no line is found, our method will
return a high value, which indicates a high intensity blurred image.
The first criterion for maintaining a straight line is met in our implementation by
setting it in the Hough transform function as a parameter. For the second one, we create
a map with the same size as the original image, marking all found lines in it and then
traversing the straight edges, we check that there are no lines marked on the map in the
rectangle centered on the current line with 32 pixels in the gradient direction (16 for each
side of the line) and the same length of the line in the parallel direction. This region is
denoted as R for future reference.
As stated by Hong et al., only regions of interest (ROI) with fairly uniform intensity
should be preserved. Therefore, we define a simple metric to model this desired charac-
teristic: u(l) = maximum(std(S0), std(S1)), where std(.) is a function that returns the
standard deviation of a set of values, and S0 and S1 are the set of gray-scaled pixels
belonging to each side of the ROI of the line l. The lower u is, the more uniform the ROI
of the line is considered.
Before checking the second criterion, we remove all lines whose value u is greater than
an empirically defined threshold. It is important to notice that Hong et al. did not define
how they measured this uniformity in their work, nor did they define the ROI dimensions,
which in our work was set to 10 pixels in the edge direction and 11 in the other.
To assure the second criterion, if there is any part of any line in the area R marked on
our map, instead of ignoring both lines, we eliminate only the current one if its value u is
greater than the one line. Figure 3.8 shows an example of the detected lines that passed
both criteria and also their ROI, considered to be fairly uniform.
In the third step, we followed the exact procedure they defined and after adjusting of
the box orientation, the pixels are averaged along the columns, and then the gradient of
this single profile line is computed using second order accurate central differences in the
inner points and first or second order accurate one-side differences at the extremities.
As for the estimation of the standard deviation of the Gaussian function that models
the gradient of the edge profile curve, we chose, however, to use the non-linear least
squares algorithm [35] to fit the Gaussian function using the profile gradient as input, due
to the poor results we achieve with the implementation of the direct approach. Finally,
we implemented the exact Equation 2.6 to compute the final metric.
So far, we have described the adapted version of Hong et al.’s BM. We now present the
modified version that adds a step between the mean of the pixel values in the columns of
the adjusted box and the gradient calculation: a transformation in the profile curve (that
is, the result of the aforementioned averaging) that returns only the slope part plus two
additional corner points. Figure 3.9 demonstrates this effect and the difference it causes
in the gradient that is computed later.
The algorithm itself is simple: start at the midpoint of the profile and keep track of
the sign of the differences of two consecutive points as we move in both directions. When
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Figure 3.8: Example of the lines that were detected and passed all criteria along with
their ROIs.
the sign changes in either side, remove all points in that direction, starting from the one
which caused the sign to change. Finally, replicate the last point on both extremities,
placing each as the new corresponding extremity. The purpose of this transformation is to
make it easier for the Gaussian fitting method to find the correct parameters by making
the gradient curve to resemble more a Gaussian curve, and at the same time, to make the
computed estimate closer to the actual PSF spread parameter value.
3.3 Evaluation
In this section, we describe our methods to train the models and select the best one for
further evaluation (Section 3.3.2). Moreover, we provide details on the chosen evaluation
metrics (Section 3.3.1).
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Figure 3.9: Example of the resulting profile after applying our transformation. Box A
shows the original profile curve and the box B shows its corresponding gradient and
therefore the dashed line exemplifies the original pipeline. The box C illustrates the
detected slope highlighted in red, while in the box D, the extracted slope along with the
added extremeties in red. At last, box E shows the resulting gradient curve with our
modification.
3.3.1 Metrics
We present here the metrics used to guide our choice of the best classifier-hyperparameter-
feature combination in the validation procedure and to evaluate the best one with the
test set. Since our problem is a binary classification, we choose the metrics accordingly.
Confusion Matrix
In the binary category, the confusion matrix [39] elements have specific terms: true posi-
tive (TP), number of samples of the positive class correctly classified, true negative (TN),
number of samples of the negative class correctly classified, false positive (FP), number
of samples of the negative class classified as positives, and false negative (FN), number of
samples of the positive class classified as negatives.
The positive class in our work is the sharp one, whereas the blurred class is the negative.
Therefore, the confusion matrix is a 2D matrix in the form of Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Example of confusion matrix for our binary problem.
Predicted
Blurred Sharp
Ground-Truth
Blurred TN FP
Sharp FN TP
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Recall, Precision and F-Score
These three metrics are derived from the confusion matrix. According to [15], but using
the binary classification problem terminology, (i) recall (R) is the fraction of samples of the
positive class that are classified correctly, (ii) precision (P) is the fraction of the samples
classified as positives that are actually positive, and (iii) F-Score (F) is the harmonic
average between the recall and precision. Formally
R =
TP
TP + FN
(3.25)
P =
TP
TP + FP
(3.26)
F = 2
R . P
R + P
(3.27)
ROC Curve and AUC
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve shows the performance of a binary
classifier as its discrimination threshold varies. Each 2D point in the curve represents
the recall, also named true positive rate (TPR), and the false positive rate (FPR) of the
classifier for a different threshold used in the decision function [18].
The Area Under Curve (AUC) can be understood as the integral of a curve. In our
case, the ROC curve with respect to the FPR. Since we selected a discrete number of
thresholds to be considered, we also have a discrete number of points in the ROC curve,
so the AUC can be defined in Equation 3.28. Since recall and FPR values are in the range
[0..1], the AUC values are confined to this same range
AUC =
N∑
i
δFPRRi (3.28)
where δFPR is the absolute difference of FPR in each consecutive pair of points, Ri is the
recall of the i-th point in the ROC curve, and N is the total number of points in the ROC
curve.
3.3.2 Model Training and Selection
In order to focus on the features and in the characteristics of the application itself, we
chose to experiment with two traditional and widely used classifiers: SVM [11] and Ad-
aBoost [19] with Decision Trees [42], each with its own training algorithm.
The hyperparameter training is performed with the K-fold cross-validation method [31]
(with K = 5 in all our executions) by iteratively running for all hyperparameter combi-
nations we define, that is, a simple brute-force grid-search method.
For SVM, we set the kernel as the Radial Basis Function (RBF) and varied the pa-
rameter C with values {0.01, 0.1, 1, 5}, and the parameter γ with values {0.01, 1
N
,
1
M
},
where N is the number of features and M is the number of samples in the training set.
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For AdaBoost, we vary the maximum depth of the trees in the range [1..4], the mini-
mum number of samples to perform a split with the values {4, 6, 8}, the number of decision
trees with the values {11, 21, 31} and the learning rate with the values {0.1, 0.5, 1}. All
those constants, including the ones for the SVM were chosen as either educated guesses
or refined guesses after a few iterations of the validation process.
Moreover, we try different weights for the two classes, forcing the classifiers to “pay
more attention” to one or another class. The combinations of weights used are shown in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Class weights used in the grid search.
Class Weight Settings
Sharp 1 2 3 4
Blurred 1 1 1 1
In each of the 5 cross-validation iterations, the AUC of the ROC curve is computed
and then the average of the 5 AUC values is calculated. This procedure is performed for
the two classifiers in all possible combinations of the aforementioned parameters and of
the three feature vectors, namely HOG, SHB and FTV.
The classifier with the highest AUC is considered the best one and chosen for the final
evaluation. The results of this validation are shown in Section 4.2.
3.3.3 Model Evaluation
In this section, we list and describe all the evaluations that the chosen model has passed
using the separate test set. The first one is a direct test, where we use the entire test
set and computed all the metrics defined in Section 3.3.1. In the second evaluation,
we select specific subsets of samples from the test set, regarding the amount of noise
and compression applied to these images. The idea is to analyze the influence of these
distortions on the performance of our classifier and, consequently, also the robustness of
the classifier for these variations.
In the next experiment, we also select specific subsets, but this time, filtering the
samples by the blurriness category, clustered into easy and hard cases. We consider the
cases where the image is completely blurred or sharp as the easy cases, where the hard
cases encompass the images that have sharp regions and blurred regions simultaneously.
In the fourth test, we developed a proof of concept study to analyze the following
hypothesis: by reducing the region of the image used to compute the features in the
bounding box of the foreground object (object of interest), the classifier performance
improves considerably.
In our experiment, we used the bounding box of the foreground object used to generate
the image (as explained in Section 3.1.3) and also its label, since our goal here is just a
proof of concept study. On the other hand, in a real implementation, this would be done
by an object detection model, such as YOLO (You Only Look Once) v.2 [43], or by a
saliency detector model, such as the one described by Zhao et al. [61].
In the last evaluation, we compare our classifier against five other methods:
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1. A simple sharpness metric based on the gradient of the image, which is computed
using second order accurate central differences in the interior points and first or
second order accurate, forward or backward, differences at the borders [50]. The
final metric is given by: GSM =
1
N
∑
i
Gx(i) +Gy(i)
2
, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − 1},
where Gx and Gy are, respectively, the absolute gradient values in the horizontal
and vertical directions, and N is the total number of pixels;
2. An FTV-based metric, expressed as: FTVM =
f
(0)
FTV + f
(1)
FTV
2
, where f (0)FTV and f
(0)
FTV
are the first and second features of the FTV feature set, that is, the variance of the
Fourier coefficients of the original image in the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively;
3. Our adaptation of the model proposed by Hong et al. [22];
4. The modified version of Hong et al.’s method;
5. The method of Sieberth et al. [48].
We performed this comparison using the entire test set divided into the easy and hard
sets.
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Chapter 4
Experiments
This chapter describes the data used in our experiments for selecting the best features,
the machine learning (ML) model and its hyperparameters, as well as for performing the
subsequent evaluations of the chosen classifier, as described in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3,
respectively. Analysis of the results are also provided.
4.1 Hardware and Software Platform
In our experiments, we used a desktop computer with a 3.90GHz x 4 Intel(R) Core(TM)
i3 7100 CPU, 8 GB RAM, running an Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 64 bits operational system.
All algorithms were implemented in Python 3.6.1, using the following libraries:
Numpy [36] (version 1.12.1), Scipy [28] (version 0.19.1), Scikit-Image [53] (version 0.13.0),
Scikit-Learn [40] (version 0.18.2), OpenCV [5] (version 3.1.0) and Matplotlib [24] (version
2.0.2).
4.2 Model Selection
Following the procedure described in Section 3.3.2, we compute the AUC of the ROC curve
for combinations of the ML algorithm, hyperparameters and features. We summarize these
results in Table 4.1, where we present the AUC of the ROC curve for the models with the
best hyperparameters for each ML algorithm and feature combinations.
As shown in the table, the best classifier in the validation step was an SVM using all
feature sets. It is possible to observe that all Adaboost models had a similar performance
compared to the SVM models, sometimes a little better, sometimes a little worse, how-
ever, none reached the value of 0.9, which might be explained by the usage of decision
trees as the base classifiers of the ensemble, since decision trees deal with features as
independent variables and it may be the case that a combination of the features yields a
higher discrimination power.
For instance, the first two features of the SHB feature set, which can be interpreted as
a measure of sharpness of the original image and of its blurred version, respectively, are
not particularly good for discriminating between our two classes independently, due to de-
pendency of these sharpness measures in the content of the image, however, a relationship
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Table 4.1: Results for AUC of the ROC curves for all best models of each ML algorith-
m/feature combinations.
Model Features AUC
SVM FTV 0.742
SVM SHB 0.835
SVM HOG 0.862
SVM FTV + SHB 0.861
SVM FTV + HOG 0.890
SVM SHB + HOG 0.912
SVM FTV + SHB + HOG 0.916
Adaboost FTV 0.750
Adaboost SHB 0.832
Adaboost HOG 0.768
Adaboost FTV + SHB 0.852
Adaboost FTV + HOG 0.841
Adaboost SHB + HOG 0.888
Adaboost FTV + SHB + HOG 0.891
between them may be much better for that purpose.
The ensemble of decision trees can approximate a relationship between variables by
deeper trees and the way the result of the trees is combined. Additionally, decision trees
can more easily handle with unbalanced data sets. Those factors certainly contributed to
achieve results close to the SVMs. Although a much more precise and assertive investiga-
tion could be conducted in order to understand the performance of the different models,
this is beyond the scope of this work.
As another interesting observation, one can also notice that the difference in the AUC
of the ROC curve between the best model and the SVM that uses the SHB + HOG
features are small. So in practice, depending on the time of execution that is added
by the use of the FTV along the other feature vectors, and the time constraints of the
application, the best model to chose would actually be this second best SVM model.
4.3 Selected Model
The hyperparameters of our selected SVM model with RBF kernel are C = 5, γ =
1
N
,
where N is the number of features, whereas the class weight for the sharp class was set
to 2 and for the blurred class to 1.
Once selected, we retrain the best model using the entire training set and evaluated
it with the test set using the metrics described in Section 3.3.1. These results are shown
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, as well as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Our method achieved an F1-score of 0.871 and an AUC of the ROC curve of 0.954. Its
predictions for the blurred class are more reliable since the precision and recall rates are
higher for this class than for the sharp class. The reason for this may be related to the
imbalance in terms of number of samples per class, although we have tried to address this
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of ROC curves between our trained models and other blurri-
ness/sharpness scores. From top to bottom: (i) our selected SVM models (lines with
stars) trained with features from the entire image and only from the object bounding
box, respectively, (ii) the GSM metric, (iii) the FTVM metric, (iv) the modified version
of Hong et al.’s method [22], (v) its adaptation, and (vi) Sieberth et al.’s method [48].
Table 4.2: Results from evaluating the best model from the model selection step in the
test set.
Blurred Sharp Average
Precision 0.925 0.808 0.867
Recall 0.898 0.855 0.877
F1-Score 0.912 0.831 0.871
issue by setting different class weights during the training process. Further investigation
would be needed to reach a more accurate answer.
In Figures 4.2 to 4.5, we show examples of the extreme cases for our model, while we
try to point out some of the aspects of the images that may have led the model to these
results. In Figure 4.2, some cases are shown where the classifier predicted that they were
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Table 4.3: Confusion matrix for the best model from the model selection step evaluated
in the test set.
Predicted
Blurred Sharp
Ground-Truth
Blurred 1359 153
Sharp 109 647
sharp when actually blurred. We can notice that most of them are low light scenarios,
some have the highest noise level, all of them have a clear background, while only the
subject is blurred and some foreground objects are not in the center of the image.
(a)
combination_769_blur.jpg
score = 1.0081303993483033
noise = 2
(b)
combination_1370_blur.jpg
score = 1.031296731129824
noise = 3
(c)
combination_2671_blur.jpg
score = 1.0538851516358743
noise = 3
(d)
combination_3145_blur.jpg
score = 1.0601937487586293
noise = 2
(e)
combination_2491_blur.jpg
score = 1.4440062250996646
noise = 1
(f)
combination_2706_blur.jpg
score = 1.8675074839208623
noise = 1
Figure 4.2: The six blurred images with the highest scores from the SVM.
For the errors made by the classifier with samples of the sharp class, shown in Fig-
ure 4.3, it is possible to mention that some objects are not in the center, some background
scenarios are actually blurred and none of them has the highest noise level. However, some
images such as (a), (b) and (f) are completely sharp with the object in the center, which
makes it difficult to understand the model error. A more in-depth analysis of the features
of these images and how they are used in the model could tell us more, however, since the
model is an SVM with the RBF as kernel, this type of mapping is unfeasible to achieve.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the cases where the classifier correctly predicted that the samples
belong to the blurred class. There are some low light scenes, all of them are completely
blurred, most subjects are in the center of the images and none of them has the highest
noise level. Finally, we plot in Figure 4.5 some examples of images successfully classified
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(a)
combination_1300_sharp.jpg
score = -1.3482784719103975
noise = 1
(b)
combination_1637_sharp.jpg
score = -1.3039875264886707
noise = 2
(c)
combination_1001_sharp.jpg
score = -1.0336832718484539
noise = 1
(d)
combination_985_sharp.jpg
score = -0.9403466427388087
noise = 2
(e)
combination_353_sharp.jpg
score = -0.9085517002360852
noise = 1
(f)
combination_989_sharp.jpg
score = -0.9080864010790846
noise = 2
Figure 4.3: The six sharp images with the lowest scores from the SVM.
(a)
combination_3064_blur.jpg
score = -3.8965500371395128
noise = 2
(b)
combination_1222_blur.jpg
score = -3.570527038303336
noise = 1
(c)
combination_2898_blur.jpg
score = -3.556536317903633
noise = 2
(d)
combination_2735_blur.jpg
score = -3.539051543938847
noise = 1
(e)
combination_408_blur.jpg
score = -3.456724901133591
noise = 1
(f)
combination_2568_blur.jpg
score = -3.413850520229762
noise = 1
Figure 4.4: The six blurred images with the lowest scores from the SVM.
as sharp, where they all have the foreground object close to the center of the image, none
of them has low light scenes, none of them has level 1 of noise, while most of them have
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(a)
combination_1503_sharp.jpg
score = 3.0306435625835566
noise = 3
(b)
combination_373_sharp.jpg
score = 3.1269642816924774
noise = 3
(c)
combination_39_sharp.jpg
score = 3.2659907971646747
noise = 2
(d)
combination_1989_sharp.jpg
score = 3.3396645783633168
noise = 3
(e)
combination_537_sharp.jpg
score = 3.358246318690598
noise = 3
(f)
combination_529_sharp.jpg
score = 3.646846693783607
noise = 2
Figure 4.5: The six sharp images with the highest scores from the SVM.
the highest noise level and 4 out of 6 have the sunflower as the foreground object.
4.4 Results for Noise and Compression Robustness
As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, we created six different subsets of the test set according to
the level of noise and compression used in the generation of these images: three subsets
for each level of noise and three subsets for each level of compression. Then, we test the
chosen classifier with each of these subsets, whose results are presented in Table 4.4 and
illustrated in Figure 4.6.
Table 4.4: Performance of the classifier for different levels of noise and compression.
Noise Level Compression
1 2 3 0 % 5 % 20 %
Precision 0.889 0.850 0.864 0.859 0.858 0.885
Recall 0.886 0.858 0.886 0.876 0.865 0.889
F1-Score 0.888 0.854 0.873 0.866 0.861 0.887
It is possible to observe very small variation from one subset to the other, even tough
one would expect the performance to drop as the level of noise and compression increases.
Since we have samples with the same amount of noise and compression in the training
set as we have in the testing set, in addition to the use of a denoising function in the
pre-processing steps, our model learned how to combine the features so that robustness
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Figure 4.6: ROC curves for the best model per amount of (a) noise and (b) compression
applied in the generation of the test images.
to these levels of distortion has been achieved.
4.5 Per Category of Blurriness Analysis
In this experiment, we split the test set into two subsets according to the type of blurriness
applied to the images, placing in the first subset the cases in which we estimate their
classification to be easier. In this subset, we include all cases where the entire image was
equally blurred or none of it was. In the second subset, we put the cases where only
one region of the image was blurred (either the background or the foreground), which
are considered more difficult in our judgment due to the presence of blurred and sharp
regions in the image simultaneously, with their locations and intensity dependent highly
on the image content.
We then run the chosen model on these two disjoint subsets and evaluated their pre-
dictions, whose results are shown in Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. It is possible to observe that
our estimate is confirmed by the results, since the classifier performed considerably better
in the estimated “easier” cases, achieving an F1-score of 0.928, on average for both classes,
while only obtaining 0.819 for the same metric in the “harder” cases. In addition, it is
perceived that it greatly increases the amount of false positives for the sharp class, thus
consequently decreasing its precision.
Table 4.5: Confusion matrix for the easier cases of the test set.
Predicted
Blurred Sharp
Ground-Truth
Blurred 745 11
Sharp 59 319
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Table 4.6: Confusion matrix for the harder cases of the test set.
Predicted
Blurred Sharp
Ground-Truth
Blurred 614 142
Sharp 50 328
Table 4.7: Performance of the classifier for different categories of blurriness, grouped by
difficulty.
Easier cases Harder cases
Precision 0.946 0.811
Recall 0.914 0.839
F1-Score 0.928 0.819
4.6 Analysis of the Possible Combination with an Ob-
ject Detector
Based on the results presented in the previous section, we conjecture that segmenting the
image, extracting only the region of interest (ROI), would greatly improve the performance
of a classifier, as doing so would make the “harder” cases seem more like the “easier” cases,
since most of the images would then either be blurred or sharp. In order to evaluate
this hypothesis, we segment all images based on the bounding box of the foreground
object (when there is one), which is known to us when we combine the foreground and
background images to generate the final one. Then, we compute the features only using
this region, train again the same classifier (with the parameters chosen in the validation
process) and evaluate it in the test set. It is important to mention that, since we are
using the ground-truth bounding boxes, these results represent a proof of concept and
an upper bound for our classifier when using rectangular bounding boxes to segment the
image targeting the object of interest.
Tables 4.8 and 4.9 present the results for the performance of such a classifier, where we
can clearly notice a considerable improvement in the predictions when compared to the
first classifier, yielding an F1-score of 0.958 (on average, for both classes) against 0.871
of the previous SVM. It also obtained an AUC of the ROC curve equal to 0.993 versus
0.954 of the former. Figure 4.1 illustrates how much improvement is achieved with this
technique, comparing both approaches at the theoretical level, where the orange line with
stars corresponds to the SVM trained with the features extracted only from the ROI,
whereas the blue line corresponds to the first SVM, trained with the features from the
entire image.
In practice, an object detector would be used to acquire the bounding box information.
In addition, a saliency map generator/detector could achieve even higher performance as it
attempts to perfectly match the border/contour of the object (as opposed to a rectangular
bounding box), decreasing the number of pixels that do not belong to the object of interest
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Table 4.8: Results for the SVM model trained with the features extracted only from the
object bounding boxes.
Blur Sharp Average
Precision 0.969 0.950 0.959
Recall 0.975 0.937 0.956
F1-Score 0.972 0.944 0.958
Table 4.9: Confusion matrix for the SVM model trained with the features extracted only
from the object bounding boxes.
Predicted
Blur Sharp
Ground-Truth
Blur 1475 37
Sharp 47 709
and, therefore, may negatively affect the feature values.
These results contribute to show how complex it really is to automatically determine
if an image is blurred or sharp, since it depends on its content, whose domain is huge
and, therefore, also emphasizes the need to use methods capable of analyzing, or at least,
responding differently according to the image content.
4.7 Comparison with Different Methods
The first results of this comparison are shown in Figure 4.1, where it is possible to see
that our trained SVM performed significantly better than all direct scores/metrics/fea-
tures (that is, functions defined without any kind of training) with which we compared.
Besides, it can also be noticed that our adaptation of Hong et al.’s method [22] did not out-
perform simpler methods such as GSM and FTVM, while the modified version performed
slightly better than GSM. Unfortunately, due to the lack of important implementation
details in Hong et al.’s paper and the explicit difference in our version (explained in Sec-
tion 3.2.3), we cannot guarantee a perfect correspondence between our implementation
and the original algorithm.
From Figure 4.7, which depicts the ROC curves calculated by applying our trained
SVM and other direct functions to the images of the easier and harder cases separately,
we can observe that our selected model achieves a much higher robustness for the harder
cases than any of the direct functions, as well as outperformed all of them for easier cases.
Another interesting aspect shown in these results is that the adaptation of the Hong et
al.’s method was surpassed by the modified version, helping to confirm our hypothesis
about the additional step we created. In addition, the direct functions present a similar
behavior, that is, good performance for easier cases and very poor one for harder cases.
Finally, it is possible to observe that the curve for the easier cases of Sieberth et al.’s
method is very close to that of the SVM model.
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Figure 4.7: ROC curves of the scores obtained from the easier and harder cases, separately.
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We also conjecture that one reason our SVM model has achieved such performance,
especially for harder cases, is that it has learned some semantic information about the
scenes. More precisely, it learned to identify, at some level, the foreground objects present
in the scenes and, thus, map the features to the correct classes based on this knowledge.
This is probably thanks to the HOG features, which is known to work on object recognition
problems. An undesirable consequence of this is that it would possibly not work well on
a different data set, composed of different objects.
Semantic information is very important in this application because of how blurred
and sharp images have been defined, where it depends directly on a specific region of
the image, that is, the foreground object, which is (or may be) very different in all the
images. Thus, on the other hand, this hipothesis also explains why the direct methods
have performed so poorly in the harder cases, since they do not take into account any
semantic information.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
Automatic classification of images as blurred or not, as a digital camera user would do,
that is, considering which part of the image is blurred and which is not, is a challenging
and useful task. For example, it can help users filter a large number of pictures and
show them the blurred ones, so they can delete those images. However, this is not easily
accomplished due to the subjectivity of what is important, which also implies that a good
classifier must understand the image content and the preference of one or more human
users.
Due to the lack of a publicly available data set during the development of our work, we
have created a new framework capable of generating a set of images to simulate multiple
real-world conditions, such as defocus blur, camera and object motion blur, and different
levels of noise and compression. In addition, it can be extended to include new trans-
formations to simulate different conditions. Using this framework, we generated 14,742
images, automatically labeled as sharp or blurred, depending on the state of the main
object in the foreground.
To help achieve our goal, we developed two novel features, namely Sharpness Behavior
(SHB) – with five descriptors – and Fourier Transform Variance (FTV) – with four de-
scriptors. These features are based on image processing techniques to extract information
related to the blurriness of images, combined with the idea that an image, when artificially
blurred, changes little if it is already blur, whereas the changes are considerably larger if
it they are initially sharp.
We then used these features along with the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG)
features to train different SVM and AdaBoost models with different combinations of
feature sets and hyper-parameters. We applied the grid search algorithm and K-fold
cross-validation on the training dataset to choose the best final model, which, in our case,
turned out to be an SVM using all feature sets.
In the last part of our methodology, we evaluated this final model using our test set,
where it achieved an F1-Score of 0.871 and an AUC of the ROC curve of 0.954. We
analyzed the impact of different levels of noise and compression on the results of our
model, where we found that the model is, in fact, robust for different degrees of noise and
compression, since its performance is very similar for all levels tested. In the following
experiment, we divided the test set into “easy” cases (totally blurred or sharp images) and
“hard” cases (images with blurred and sharp regions simultaneously).
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The model was evaluated with each of these disjoint sets. The results confirmed
our hypothesis, since the classifier performed much better in “easy” cases with an F1-
Score of 0.928, whereas the same metric for the “hard” cases was 0.819. The hypothesis
that the model would achieve better results if it knew where the object of interest was
before extracting the features was then evaluated by extracting the features only from
the bounding box of the main object in the foreground. Again, our conjecture proved to
be true when the model achieved an F1-Score of 0.958 and an AUC of the ROC curve of
0.993.
In the last evaluation procedure, the results of our model were compared with different
features / metrics, where most of them aimed at different but closely related applications.
The ROC curves for the “easy” and “hard” cases were used for comparison, where the
superiority of our method was evident, which was not surprising, since these methods
were neither trainable nor designed for such application.
The results presented in this work demonstrated that simple features and metrics can-
not be successful in this application because they do not carry semantic image information,
which is fundamental due to the nature of the application. On the other hand, our trained
SVM was able to learn some semantic information from the training set, achieving a good
performance in the test set, confirming the main hypothesis of this work and achieving all
of our objectives. It is likely, however, that our model would not work well in a different
set of images, where each class depends on what is considered the region or object of
interest in each image of the data set.
As directions for future work, we intend to test our model in the recently published
data set [60] and evaluate the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [38, 57, 60]
in the classification process.
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